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3. THE 1996-97 MINIMUM WAGE INCREASE

The $0.90 increase in the minimum wage in 1996 and 1997 is estimated to have benefited almost
10 million American workers.1  This section examines the impact of this increase on
employment and the distribution of wages.

Effect on Employment

Since the 1996-97 increase in the minimum wage, the American economy—and labor markets in
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Chart 7 illustrates the effect of the 1996-97 minimum wage increases on the low end of the wage
distribution ($3.00 to $7.99) for just one demographic group of interest, women who maintain

families and have at least one child present in
the household.4  For 1996, the distribution of
wages shows that a relatively small share of
workers with hourly wages earn between
$3.00 and $3.99.5
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million, earned a wage less than $5.15.  A study by Bernstein and Schmitt (1998) indicated that
in 1997 the earnings of average minimum wage workers accounted for 54 percent of their
family’s total earnings.

Selected demographic and economic characteristics for these workers are presented in Table 1.
The statistics indicate that about 70 percent of workers earning $5.15 or less were age 20 or
older.  64 percent of these workers are women.

How Many Workers would be Affected by an Increase in the Minimum Wage?

Using the CPS data described above, it is possible to examine the number and characteristics of
workers who would potentially receive a pay raise from a $1.00 increase in the federal minimum
wage.  Table 2 presents the number of individuals who currently have an hourly wage between
$5.15 and $6.14.  This table indicates that:

• There are approximately 10.1 million workers within this wage range—about 14 percent of
all workers paid an hourly rate.

• 69 percent of the affected workers are adults age 20 or older. adults age 20 or older.

• $520der.  64 workHispanicre womte.adults age 20 or older.
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Table 1. Employed Wage and Salary Workers Paid Hourly Rates with Earnings At or
Below Minimum Wage, 1999

Number of workers
(in thousands)

Percent distribution

Characteristic Total
paid

hourly
rates

Paid
$5.15 or
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Table 2. Distribution of Wage and Salary Workers Paid Hourly Rates, 1999

Number of
workers (in
thousands)

Percent
distribution

Percent of
workers in

demographic
group who fall

in wage
category

Characteristic

$5.15 -
$6.14

$6.15 -
$7.14

$5.15 -
$6.14

$6.15 -
$7.14

$5.15 -
$6.14

$6.15 -
$7.14
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food restaurants in New Jersey and nearby counties in Pennsylvania.  They conclude that the

minimum wsnia.  Thfy cd “…strongtevidenceude th[w (minimum ws]heympod sedhat the) Tj03.4.25  TD -432629  Tc 182629  Tdistribution of d nningssey anotevidenceude tht  Thhaveoodducedhemployment.”the










